Job architecture
Laying the building blocks of effective Human Capital Management
Cornerstone first

When organizations examine core Human Capital practices, they tend to start with programs that address economic issues and the alignment of employee actions to business strategy. This analysis can lead to the redesign of total rewards programs. Starting here, however, is like starting in the middle. What deserves attention first is the underlying issue, which is generally tied to job architecture.

Job architecture (sometimes called job structure, job catalogue, or leveling) refers to the infrastructure or hierarchy of jobs within an organization. Job architecture encompasses job levels, job titling conventions, grades, career paths, spans of control, the criteria for career movement, and equitable compensation programs based on job value. Job architecture not only serves as the foundation of effective pay program design but also provides the infrastructure for the human capital and financial practices that drive the business, including total rewards, workforce planning, career paths, learning and development, and succession planning.

Effective job architecture should provide:

- A sound, easy-to-use system for determining the value of jobs based on talent drivers, business needs, and market practices.
- A consistent methodology and decision support for assigning job levels and titles that are based on enterprise-wide criteria, which eliminates guesswork and promotes trust and confidence in the organization’s job assignments and rewards practices.
- Workforce planning and career paths that are logical, transparent, fiscally responsible, and support employees and strategic business needs.

Without a systematic analysis of job architecture, organizations run the risk of building their people-based financial systems, such as compensation structures and variable pay programs, on a faulty foundation.
Cracks in the foundation?
Job architecture is not a new tool, but rather the evolved, 21st-century progression of job classification. Rather than simply analyzing and classifying jobs, job architecture places further importance on a consistent approach to identifying job levels, career paths, mobility criteria, and pay values. When an organization’s job architecture is outdated or misaligned, workforce management becomes more about reacting than planning, and people practices can no longer leverage individuals’ skills and abilities or meet changing business needs.

Other typical triggers for a job architecture project:

1. **Human Resources (HR) technology is being implemented or updated.** The effectiveness of a technology implementation depends on the integrity of the data that will be integrated into the system related to employees, jobs, levels, and hierarchies. Poor data, such as multiple titles for the same work and job titling structures that do not support consistent leveling or valuing of jobs, lead to inaccurate and less than useful HR reporting. Additionally, outdated or unclear job progression impacts the effectiveness of talent programs, such as recruiting, learning and development, and performance management.

2. **Substantial changes are being made to the organizational structure to support business needs.** Job architecture helps the organization determine the most effective organizational design needed to support the business, such as the optimal number of organizational levels and their spans of control. Growth, consolidation, M&A activity, and the natural maturation of the business over time can all signal the need to re-examine job architecture.

3. **The organization’s compensation programs are being redesigned.** These projects often expose a need to redesign not only the pay structure but also the foundation of that structure, which is the job hierarchy.

---

**Case in point: Standardizing for the future**

**What?**
An integrated health care organization with approximately 25,000 employees in more than two dozen US locations initiated a job architecture project as part of a broader HR transformation. The purpose was to support the organization’s strategy, improve employee engagement, and reduce costs by developing a framework to describe job titles, progression levels, and pay rates in a standardized manner.

**Why?**
In order for the organization to operate as a true "system," instead of many distinct facilities, it needed consistent language, titling methodologies, and compensation practices to enable parity and mobility among employees. Instead, a high degree of variation in roles and inconsistent use of job titles and codes created challenges in defining similar roles and responsibilities and standardized processes and procedures. Tellingly, 80 percent of the organization’s HR and Finance job titles had only one assigned employee.

**How?**
To correct these issues, the project team:

- Analyzed the current job architecture to evaluate where consolidation, consistencies, and efficiencies could be achieved.
- Validated the existing compensation philosophy and used compensation benchmark data to design market-competitive salary structures.
- Developed an implementation approach and conducted organizational readiness activities.

**Outcome**
The project revealed the need for tools (e.g., a job leveling guide and job title glossary) and continued guidance to implement job standardization beyond the HR and Finance functions and across the organization. Further, by updating and streamlining its job architecture, the organization uncovered significant cost-savings opportunities by adjusting pay structures to reflect job values.
Getting started: How far, how fast?
Organizations are often prevented from addressing job architecture due to a lack of resources, compressed time frames, and the often overwhelming size and complexity of such projects, which can vary in scope and duration. Organizations can choose to work within their current job structure, optimize that structure, or completely transform it. Project scope is influenced by a number of factors, including degree of desired change, resources, budget, timing needs, and the current state of human capital programs associated with job architecture.

In general, a job architecture project can typically take four months to a year to complete, depending on the scope of change required and the appetite for change. The culture of the organization will also set project pace, regardless of project scope, by defining the level of consultation required with key stakeholders. In some cases, it may be appropriate to work with a small group of key stakeholders; other projects may require extensive consultations to achieve stakeholder buy-in.

Supporting a job architecture review: Organization resources required
In Deloitte’s experience, job architecture projects require participation and support from multiple levels and functions across an organization, including senior executives, HR, and job subject matter experts. A knowledgeable working group helps ensure that the wide-ranging implications of job architecture are fully considered and aids in the subsequent adoption of program changes. The following diagram outlines the key roles.
### Key roles in a job architecture project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Resources</th>
<th>Job Subject Matter Experts</th>
<th>Other Business Leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compensation &amp; Benefits</strong></td>
<td><strong>HRIS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Finance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Typically the project owner</td>
<td>• Assesses impacts of the new job architecture framework on HRIS</td>
<td>• Determines affordability of potential changes in compensation programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides organizational data to review job architecture</td>
<td>• May be required to redesign HRIS to accommodate the updated framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides input to an appropriate framework (job function, job family, titling taxonomy)</td>
<td>• Assesses how these changes may impact the approach for collecting and reporting HR data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assesses how updated job architecture impacts current pay program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviews/Updates job descriptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Talent &amp; Recruiting</strong></td>
<td><strong>Employee Relations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Internal Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides input to an appropriate framework and links to career paths</td>
<td>• Where union jobs exist, determines if union representatives will need to be consulted before the updated job architecture is implemented</td>
<td><strong>Legal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides input to HRIS about potential impacts on the recruiting system</td>
<td></td>
<td>• In the United States, may advise on FLSA reclassification issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Outside of the US, may advise on impacts to employment contracts and need for consultation and/or notifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Executive team support and commitment help confirm the project can be properly performed with “no exceptions to the rule.”

A knowledgeable working group consisting of HR, job subject matter experts, and other business leaders helps confirm relevant issues are fully considered.

A clear governance framework will help define the scope of the project and key responsibilities at each stage of the project.
Getting it done: A phased approach

Deloitte’s Job Architecture Maturity model helps organizations prioritize and phase projects by working along a continuum that drives increasing levels of organizational maturity at each step. Not every job architecture project will require all the options shown.
Case in point: Accommodating growth

What?
A technology company with approximately 6,000 employees in 29 countries was projected to double in size in the next 3 to 5 years through acquisition and organic growth. To prepare for the implementation of a new technology platform, the company wanted to develop a global job architecture and compensation structure.

Why?
With no consistent approach to job architecture and no framework for managing acquisitions, job titles and compensation processes were “bolted on” as acquisitions occurred, causing internal equity concerns, a proliferation of job titles (approximately 1,000), and a mixed approach to compensation. Furthermore, HR was using a single compensation survey source as the basis for job coding, titling, and structure design; when the survey methodology changed, it became clear that this was not a sustainable method for managing jobs. Finally, lack of clearly defined career paths was limiting employees’ desire to take international assignments.

How?
To correct these issues, Deloitte worked with the company’s HR team to organize jobs into job functions and families, identify job consolidation opportunities, develop career paths, and create a job hierarchy. The team:
• Created a full job architecture framework, including leveling guides, titling approach, and governance guidelines.
• Developed market-based global pay structures and slotted jobs into the structures based on job-leveling criteria, market value, and internal equity.
• Analyzed jobs for FLSA compliance.

Outcome
Having clearly defined career paths and a consistent approach to classifying jobs facilitates employee mobility and a more equitable, consistent approach to managing base pay. The company also uncovered and addressed inequities in pay administration and incentive plan design. Newly enacted compliance processes also reduce the risk of US-based compliance issues.

Organizations can choose the phases of the maturity model most important for their situation by taking stock of what currently supports or impedes business goals. This will help determine the components of job architecture that should be reviewed, including:

• Job Levels. A critical input to job architecture is identifying the optimal number of job levels that support business and career progression. These criteria should be customized to the organization’s business needs, culture, and structure, with an eye to the future.
• Job Titles. Designing market-based job titles is a big step in developing a standard language of work. A “less is more” approach resonates well with many organizations that seek to streamline job title nomenclature so titles for administrative to executive positions become clear indicators of a job’s level, role, and responsibility.
• Job Documentation. The market is trending to broad job documentation versus detailed job descriptions. Job documentation should support talent initiatives for compensation benchmarking, recruiting, and talent management, and set expectations around broad job responsibilities, accountability expectations, and entry requirements for education and experience.
• Compensation Solutions. Once the job “structure” is defined, pay programs can be designed to reflect the external and internal value of the organization’s jobs. Discrepancies among an organization’s pay practices, job design, and market values for those jobs often surface in job architecture projects, creating an opportunity to recalibrate pay practices to better reflect market practices, the organization’s ability to pay, and its total rewards philosophy. The outcome is often the redesign of pay grades and assigning jobs to these grades to reflect the organization’s updated job structure and career progressions. This helps to ensure that pay is administered based on a job’s level and responsibility, and that pay grade assignment reflects job value.
Linking to organization design and rewards
A job architecture framework provides a common language for organizational levels, spans of control, and career paths. This information is often outlined in a job-leveling guide that specifies job complexity, scope of impact and responsibility, and other criteria used to define the level of a job. An organization may use separate leveling guides for different job categories, such as support, professional, and management jobs. For example, a management leveling guide will define the scope of supervision required for a “manager” versus a “director.” Similarly, the guide will define the progression of these jobs, for example, supervisor to manager to senior manager to director.

An organization’s compensation programs are often reviewed when job architecture is redesigned. At a minimum, most organizations will review base salaries. Some organizations will also revisit the fundamental aspects of their compensation philosophy and structure, such as examining the links between compensation and business strategy or determining the employee populations a grade structure should cover.

Learning from experience
We find that a factor often limiting job architecture projects is a reluctance to disturb the status quo. Because of the high value employees place on job titles and compensation, decision makers can be reluctant to “rock the boat” and have difficulty envisioning and championing the long-term advantages of a job architecture project to the organization’s financial health and employee engagement. Therefore, early executive support is especially critical to a project’s effectiveness. Results are often limited when the project is labeled an “HR” project and led solely by the HR team.

A few other lessons we’ve learned:
• Involve line leaders in developing the solution. In our experience, a project that does not get input from line leaders has a greater potential to fail. Instead, involve line leaders in reviewing draft deliverables developed by the project team and incorporate their input, as appropriate, into the final product. Giving line leaders the opportunity to provide input into the solution will likely also improve acceptance throughout the organization.
• Keep global considerations front of mind. In developing and rolling out a new job architecture, organizations should be cognizant of cultural differences in their employees’ understanding of job titles and leveling criteria, as well as considering local and regional requirements. For example, job leveling in Germany would be subject to works council consultation. Considerations also need to be made for employees governed by industry-wide collective bargaining agreements. The organization will need to determine if these jobs can be included in an enterprise-wide job architecture, or if they need to be excluded.
• Recognize the talent and technology implications of the project. Many organizations focus primarily on the technology aspect of the project (what is needed for the HRIS to “go live,” what is needed for more efficient reporting, etc.) and often overlook the tremendous impact a job architecture project has on talent programs like career ladders/paths, salary ranges and grades, and job titles. Paying attention to the talent impacts, carefully planning employee change management communication, and monitoring the impact of change are critical project elements.
• Allow sufficient time. The job architecture project can often be eclipsed by the larger scope of an overall HRIS effort. Setting realistic time frames for the job architecture project and using an appropriately sized team are essential to meeting project deadlines.
Conclusion: A job worth doing right

Job architecture has traditionally been viewed as the baseline for a robust compensation redesign project. It has evolved over the past couple of years to become a strategic component of effective HR technology implementations. Job architecture is also essential to accomplishing critical organizational redesign initiatives where job structure, workforce leverage, and spans of control have become outdated and no longer support organization goals.

Effective job architecture reflects future talent needs, motivates behaviors that support the organization’s business strategies, and communicates a consistent language of work for employees. Some of the most visible outcomes of well-established job architecture are improved workforce planning, and compensating jobs in a consistent manner that reflects internal equity and competitive market practices. All of these help enhance an organization’s investment in talent, and in turn, employees’ understanding of their roles and opportunities for growth and advancement.
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